Muti HHG with Orgonite
Orgone Creation with African Healing Powers
Orgonite’s healing powers …
… are manifest and proven through many experiments. Orgonite transforms stagnating, negative
energy (DOR) into positive life energy (POR or Positive Orgone Energy).
Orgonite provides protection against harmful radiation from mobile phone masts and other
sources, encourages growth and health of plants, humans, and animals, and heightens general
awareness.
Mobile Orgone generators (HHG*), available in both ball and pyramid form, are ideal for use in
home, garden or workplace (for example in the office).

The herbal Muti is made to promote the wearer’s general well-being and protect against psychic attacks and
dark magic.
Most people feel the energy immediately when they hold their palms over an Orgone generator, often as a
prickling sensation or a cool whiff of air. Sensitivity to it varies; however, it can be developed with training.
The Muti (healing herbs mix) is embedded in a small leaf gilded capsule to keep the essential oils from leaking
out. This capsule has the form of an isosceles cross.The Muti’s power (African healing herb mix) in enhanced
through the effects of Orgonite! Prosperity and protection against black magic!

The African Muti HHG has the following ingedients:
✓

Orgone Matrix (Transforms stagnating essential energies DOR** in to living, life-giving bioenergy POR**.
Orgonite is the basis for all of our healing devices.)

✓ Muti Powder (to protect against dark or black magic)
✓ 5 Quartz Crystals (often double-ended in normal arrangement)
✓ African Herbs (Muti from NaDlonge, Johannesburg)
✓ Kauri Mussels (The traditional money of West Africa)
✓ Lined with a Gilded Cross (known in African herbal medicine, MUTI)

* HHG = Holy handgrenade
** DOR = Deadly Orgone Radiation - POR = Positive Orgone Radiation
Details: Muti-HHG - GTiN 4260-3730-2057-9*** Ø = 105mm, h = 90mm (all dimensions are approximate - product is handmade - appearance may
differ from picture.) Manufaktur: Orgonise Africa - PO Box 72397 - Parkview, Johannesburg 2122, South Africa - (orgoniseafrica.com) *= HHG: Holy
Hand Grenade. ***= Distribution for Orgonise Africa (D|A|CH): © 2015 BRANDENBURG VERLAG - (orgoniseafrica.de)

